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SUMMARY

Southern East Asia is the dispersal center regarding the prehistoric settlement andmigrations of modern hu-

mans in Asia-Pacific regions. However, the settlement pattern and population structure of paleolithic humans

in this region remain elusive, and ancient DNA can provide direct information. Here, we sequenced the

genome of a Late Pleistocene hominin (MZR), dated �14.0 thousand years ago from Red Deer Cave located

in Southwest China, which was previously reported possessingmosaic features of modern and archaic hom-

inins. MZR is the first Late Pleistocene genome from southern East Asia. Our results indicate that MZR is a

modern human who represents an early diversified lineage in East Asia. The mtDNA of MZR belongs to an

extinct basal lineage of the M9 haplogroup, reflecting a rich matrilineal diversity in southern East Asia during

the Late Pleistocene. Combined with the published data, we detected clear genetic stratification in ancient

southern populations of East/Southeast Asia and some degree of south-versus-north divergency during

the Late Pleistocene, andMZRwas identified as a southern East Asian who exhibits genetic continuity to pre-

sent day populations. Markedly, MZR is linked deeply to the East Asian ancestry that contributed to First

Americans.

INTRODUCTION

Both genetic and archaeological data support the early entry of

anatomically modern humans (AMHs) into southern East Asia

65 to 50 thousand years ago (kya),1–5 and prehistoric south-to-

northmigration led to the current clinal structure of genetic diver-

sity in East Asian populations.6–8 According to the unearthed

archaeological sites, these earliest AMH settlers in southern

East Asia (mainland Southeast Asia [MSEA] and southern China)

were ancestral to the later Hòabı̀nhian hunter-gatherers, who

flourished in the region until �4,000 years ago.9,10

Thus far, archaeological exploration in southernChinahasexca-

vated numerous LatePaleolithic sites (�50.0 to 11.0 kya),11–17 and

the oldest 14C date (43.5 kya) associated with Hὸabı̀nhian pebble

and flake tools currently comes from Yunnan Province of South-

west China.18 Fortunately, some of the Late Paleolithic sites

contain human remains dated to �30.0 to 11.5 kya.11,12,14,15,17

Among them, MZR (Mengzi Ren) from Malu Dong (Red Deer

Cave) (�14.0 kya, from Yunnan Province of Southwest China)

and LLR (Longlin Ren) from Laomaocao Dong (�10.5 kya, from

Guangxi Province of southern China)19 were reported to possess

mosaic featuresofAMHsandarchaic homininsbased onmorpho-

logical characterization.12,20–22

Neighboring to rainforest MSEA, Yunnan is characterized by its

highbiogeographic and species diversitywithpalaeoendemism.23

Yunnanhostsmore than200 fossiliferoussedimentarybasinsdoc-

umenting the evolutionary history of biodiversity, monsoon devel-

opment,and regionalelevationchanges24andcomprisessubtrop-

ical evergreen broad-leaved coniferous forest, ranking as one of

themost floristic endemic centers,25–27aswell as the richest ethni-

cally and linguistically diverse region in China (the 7th national

census of China, 2020). Malu Dong (103�240 E, 23�200 N) is a

partially mined cave fill located in southeastern Yunnan. It was

originally excavated in 1989,17 and a major sampling was carried

out in 2008 by an international team.20 Approximately 30 pieces

of hominin remains were unearthed in the cave, including a nearly
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complete cranium calotte (MLDG-1704, the specimen studied

here) and a proximal femur (MLDG-1678).20,21 It is uncertain

whether these hominin remains belong to the same individual.

The calibrated radiocarbon dating sequence of the cave spans

the intervals of 18,070–17,590 cal. yBP (calibrated years before

present, 95% interval) to 13,415–13,165 cal. yBP (95% interval),

and the hominin remains found in a series of deposits dated from

14,650–13,970 cal. yBP (95% interval) to 13,750–13,430 cal. yBP

(95% interval).20,21 We attempted to directly date the exact MZR

specimen used in this study, but unfortunately, due to the poor

preservation and small quantities of samples, not enoughcollagen

fractions were recovered for radiocarbon dating. Hence, the date

of 14.0 kya for the MZR is not absolutely certain, although the

dating sequence of the deposits containing hominin remains is

rather narrow, supporting a date in the Late Pleistocene (>11.7

kya).

Physical anthropological investigations suggest that the MZR

hominin remains exhibit a combination of AMH and archaic-like

traits12,20–22 (refer to the detailed morphological descriptions in

the STAR Methods section). Overall, three plausible scenarios

were proposed to explain the unique morphologic characteris-

tics of MZR. First, MZR represents a late-surviving archaic hom-

inin population even younger than the latest H. floresiensis

(�190–50 kya)28 in Asia. Second, the mosaic morphologies

probably result from hybridization between AMHs and unknown

archaic hominin species. Third, the unusual morphologies of

MZR represent the retention of ancestral polymorphisms in

Paleolithic AMHs.20–22,29 To investigate these alternative sce-

narios, ancient genome sequences recovered from hominin re-

mains can serve as critical evidence in revealing the identity of

MZR and the genetic diversity of the Late Pleistocene hominins

in southern East Asia.

RESULTS

Both mitochondrial and nuclear genome sequences

confirm that MZR is a Late Pleistocene AMH

We performed aDNA extraction and genome sequencing using

the MZR cranium calotte (MLDG-1704; Figure 1). MZR is the first

Late Pleistocene genome from southern East Asia (Figure 1A).

Obtaining aDNA from low latitude areas in southern China is

challenging due to warm and humid weather and acidic soil,

which are not ideal for aDNA preservation. Additionally, among

the unearthed MZR hominin remains, no ideal bone materials

(such as petrous bone and teeth) were available for aDNA

work, and we chose a fragment of the cranium calotte (MLDG-

1704) for aDNA extraction (Figure 1B).

We employed a modified version of MYbaits (human whole-

genome probes) to enrich human DNA molecules, which was

previously used in studying ancient samples from Southeast

Asia,30 together with single-stranded library-based U-selection

enrichment and standard shotgun sequencing. The uracil selec-

tion enables physical separation of the uracil-containing DNA

strands from the non-deaminated strands during DNA library

preparation.31 In total, we performed 28 aDNA extractions using

drilled bone powders from the MZR cranium and constructed 45

DNA libraries (double-stranded and single-stranded libraries).

We first constructed 28 libraries without uracil-DNA glycosylase

(UDG) treatment and performed small-scale sequencing. Then,

we generated 17 UDG-treated libraries (so that the high cytosine

deamination damage of aDNA can be repaired) for large-scale

sequencing.

We checked several features of the sequencing data (non-

UDG libraries) to evaluate aDNA authentication. The observed

average fragmental length is 64.07 and 93.56 bp for the pre-cap-

ture and post-capture reads, respectively, which was calculated

by only including the R35 bp pair-end merged and mapped se-

quences with a mapping quality of R25 (Figure S1A). The esti-

mated low endogenous DNA level (0.06% on average, 0.01%–

0.40%) complies with the known features of aDNA (Data S1A).

We then checked the terminal damage pattern using the

sequence data from the non-UDG-treated libraries; the

sequencing reads showed typical high G>A and C>T substitu-

tions at the 3’ ends for the double-stranded and the single-

stranded libraries, respectively. However, the expected damage

pattern (a high C>T substitution) at the 50 end is not obvious

(Figures S1B and S1C), likely due to the PCR protocol used

(STAR Methods). When we applied a two-round PCR protocol

that employed the high-fidelity polymerase in the second-round

PCR, we saw the expected damage patterns at both ends (Fig-

ure S1D). Together, these results support aDNA authentication

of MZR. Among the 28 non-UDG libraries, the estimated rates

of terminal damage ranged from 5.33% to 49.30%, with only

three libraries having <10% rates. The estimated modern DNA

contamination rates are 0.72% for nuclear DNA and 5.88% for

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) (Data S1A and S1B), together indi-

cating low-level modern DNA contamination.

Given the validatedaDNAauthentication,weused the 17UDG-

treated libraries to conduct large-scale genome sequencing. We

adopted stringent filtering of the clean reads so that only the high-

quality sequences were retained. We first merged the forward

and reverse readpairs to recover full-length sequences, and in to-

tal we obtained approximately 1.9 billion clean merged reads

from the paired-end sequence data. Wemapped them to the hu-

man reference genome hs37d5. We then trimmed the mapped

full-length reads based on their terminal damage patterns (Fig-

ureS1E) (seeSTARMethods section) and remapped the trimmed

reads to the referencegenome. The sequenceswith lowmapping

qualities (<25) were discarded. We used the filtered and merged

bam file to perform genotype calling.

Initially, we recovered 100.97 million base pairs (�0.1133

coverage of the nuclear genome) using snpAD.32We also gener-

ated the ‘‘pseudohaploid’’ genotype using the pileupCaller pro-

gram in sequenceTools (https://anaconda.org/bioconda/seque

nceTools). Within the 1,240K SNP sets, we found that the geno-

typing results by snpAD and pileupCaller were highly consistent

with each other (99.2% overlap) (Figures S1F and S1G). To

further check the possible impact of artificial C to T substitutions

caused by deamination damage, we performed principal

component analyses (PCAs) among MZR and five modern Asian

populations from the 1000 Genome Project (1KG) (http://www.

1000genomes.org) using either all SNPs (2,727,839) or transver-

sion-only SNPs (876,456). We observed the same clustering

pattern in the PCA maps derived from the two SNP sets (Fig-

ure S2). Additionally, similar levels of genetic affinity of MZR

with modern East Asians were detected by f3 statistics33 (Data

S1C). Thus, the impact of deamination-induced damage is negli-

gible in the MZR genome data.
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MZR was identified as a female based on the mapping ratio

between the Y chromosome and autosomes (NY/Nauto =

0.0026). Fortunately, due to the high copy numbers of mito-

chondria in the cell, we were able to obtain on average a

125.053 sequencing depth of the mitochondrial genome and

recovered 95.84% (15,880/16,569) of the mtDNA genomic

sites (Data S1A and S1D). Clearly, the MZR mtDNA belongs

to the AMH lineage and is assigned to a basal macro-branch

of the M9 haplogroup in the global human mtDNA tree

(PhyloTreemt, Build 17) (http://www.phylotree.org/) (Figure 2A).

The M9 haplogroup comprises two macro-branches (M9a’b

and E) in current human populations, and the MZR mtDNA

represents the third macro-branch containing one private mu-

tation (T16304C), which is extinct in current human popula-

tions (Figure 2A; Data S1D). Macro-branch M9a’b is currently

distributed in mainland East Asia with a southern origin and

northward expansion at approximately 18 to 28 kya.34 In

contrast, macro-branch E is mainly distributed in island South-

east Asia (ISEA) and the Solomon Islands of Melanesia, re-

flecting the Neolithic expansion of Austronesian speakers35

(Figure 2A; Data S1E). Hence, the discovery of an extinct basal

M9 lineage for the MZR suggests a rich matrilineal diversity of

human populations in southern East Asia during the late

Pleistocene.

Figure 1. The Mengzi Ren (MZR) cranium in the context of the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene sites with ancient genome data in East

Asia

(A) Pictures of the excavation site called Maludong (Red Deer Cave) and the unearthed MZR cranium calotte (MLDG-1704) in this study. The hominin remains,

including the cranium calotte, were discovered at the indicated spot (white star) on the site. Maludong is located in Yunnan Province of Southwest China (red star).

The geographic locations of the published aDNA samples older than 7.0 kya in East Asia are indicated, and they are grouped into two time periods, the Late

Pleistocene (�45.0 to 11.7 kya) and the Early Holocene (�11.6 to 7.0 kya).

(B) Themulti-angle views of theMZR cranium calotte (MLDG-1704) (from left to right: diagonal forward view, left lateral view, anterior view, cranial cavity view, and

superior view). The sampled specimen for aDNA extraction (a 2 3 3 cm piece) is presented at the right.

See also Data S1.
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Consistently, the nuclear genome sequences also supportMZR

as an AMH. In the PCA map covering both modern and ancient

samples from East Asia, the MZR falls in the variation range of

modern humans and is close to southern East Asians

(Figures 2B and S2). The southern East Asian affiliation of MZR

contrasts with the known affinity of Tianyuan (40.0 kya)37 with

northernEastAsians (Figure 2B;DataS1F). Consistently, theTree-

Mix38 analysis indicates that among the major East Asia aDNA

samples (40.0–7.0 kya), MZR clusters with Early Neolithic coastal

southern East Asians (sEastAsia_EN, including Qihe3 [11.5 kya],

Liangdao2 [7.5 kya], Baojianshan5 [7.4 kya], and Dushan4 [8.7

kya]),19,39 and they form the southern clade, clearly separated

from the northern clade covering Early Neolithic coastal northern

East Asians (nEastAsia_EN, including Bianbian [9.5 kya], Boshan

[8.2 kya], and Xiaogao [8.6 kya]), Yumin (8.4 kya), DevilsCave (7.6

kya), and Amur (19.0 kya) (Figures 2C and S3). Therefore, the

genome of MZR shows an affinity with southern East Asians of

similar dates and implies that some degree of genetic divergence

betweensouthernandnorthernEastAsianswas likelypresentdur-

ing the Late Pleistocene, though a low gene flow from MZR to

nEastAsian_EN was detected (Figure 2C). This observation is

also supported by the result of theD (MZR, UKY; ancient East Eur-

asia [R7.0 kya], Mbuti) test, where a clinal south-to-north diver-

gence in East Asia is detected. MZR shares more alleles with

ancient southern East Asians (such as Liangdao2), while UKY is

relatively close to northern East Asians (Figure 3A; Data S1G). In

addition, all the ancient samples (14.0–7.5 kya) in southern East

Asia exhibit negative correlations with latitude when compared

A B

C

Figure 2. Genetic identity of MZR and her affinity with other ancient East Asians

(A) MZR is identified as a novel and basal mtDNA lineage belonging to the Asian-prevalent M9 haplogroup. The map shows the geographic distribution (in

frequency) of the two present-day M9 macro-branches (M9a’b in red and E in blue) in East Asia.

(B) The principal component analysis (PCA) projection based on the nuclear genome sequences confirms MZR’s identification of modern humans and her affinity

with southern East Asians. Both ancient and modern samples are included in the PCA. We project the ancient samples onto the PC space established using the

modern samples with smartpca.36 MSEA, mainland Southeast Asia; ISEA, islands Southeast Asia; CHB, Han Chinese in Beijing, China; CHS, Southern Han

Chinese in Guangzhou, China; CDX, Chinese Dai in Xishuangbanna, China; KHV, Kinh in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; JPT, Japanese in Tokyo, Japan.

(C) Themaximum likelihood tree covering the main ancient East Asian samples (R7.0 kya) (with 4 migration edges). sEastAsian_EN: Early Neolithic southern East

Asians, including Qihe3, Baojianshan5, Dushan, and Liangdao2. nEast Asian_EN: Early Neolithic northern East Asians, including Xiaogao, Bianbian, and Boshan.

MZR clusters with the southern East Asians.

See also Figures S2A–S2C and S3A–S3D and Data S1.
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to modern Chinese, while most of the ancient samples (40.0–7.6

kya) in northern East Asia show no correlation, and two samples

(Yumin and DevilsCave) show positive correlations with latitude

(Figure 3B; Data S1H). This pattern is consistent with the above

view that some degree of genetic divergence between southern

and northern EastAsianswaspresent during the LatePleistocene.

Of note, the clustering pattern of LLR and Ikawazu (the 2.6 kya Jo-

mon individuals from Japan) is slightly different from the previous

report,19 possibly due to the high missing rates (69.14% and

18.09%, respectively) in the merged genome dataset of these

two samples.

Given the AMH identity of MZR, to evaluate the level of intro-

gression from archaic humans, using African (Mbuti) as the

control group (assuming no introgression), we performed an

f4-ratio test with ADMIXTOOLS.33 The estimated introgression

levels from archaic humans in the MZR genome are �1.29%

for Denisovan ancestries and �1.27% for Neanderthal ances-

tries, similar to the reported introgression levels in current East

Asians (1.20%–2.90% on average)37 (Data S1I). In addition, tak-

ing chimpanzees as the outgroup, we conducted the D (East

Asian, MZR; Denisovan/Neanderthal, chimpanzee) test to

compare the introgression-ratio difference between the MZR

and modern East Asians, and no difference was detected

(Data S1J). Consistently, LLR was also reported as an AMH

with similar low introgression levels from archaic humans.19

Thus, these results tend to refute the proposed scenarios of

A

B

Figure 3. The Late Pleistocene south-versus-north population divergence in East Asia

(A) The plot of the D (MZR, UKY; ancient East Asian/Siberian [above 7.0 kya], Mbuti) test to visualize the south-versus-north population divergence in East Asia.

UKY: the Ust-Kyakhta-3 sample (13.9 kya) is located south of Lake Baikal,40 which possesses major East Asian genetic components.

(B) Correlation of the latitudes of the modern Chinese populations with the f3 values of ancient East Asians (R7.0 kya). In brief, the affinity degree of ancient

southern East Asians shows a negative correlation with the latitude of modern Chinese, but no correlation with most of the ancient northern East Asians was

observed, indicating the Late Pleistocene south-north population divergence in East Asia. The p values of the correlation coefficients are indicated by asterisks

(**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001). ns, not significant.

See also Figure S5 and Data S1.
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either surviving archaic hominins or hybridization between AMHs

and unknown archaic hominins for MZR and LLR. Rather, the

genome features of these two samples with ‘‘unusual’’ morphol-

ogies may reflect a rich diversity of Paleolithic AMHs living in

southern East Asia. It should be noted that due to the low

coverage of the sequencedMZRgenome, we cannot completely

rule out the possible existence of archaic alleles in the MZR

genome introgressed from Neanderthal/Denisovan or unknown

archaic hominins that may contribute to the morphological fea-

tures of MZR.

Collectively, both mtDNA and nuclear genome sequences

demonstrate that MZR is an AMH. Her mtDNA represents an

extinct basal lineage, and her nuclear genome harbors deeply

diverged Asian AMH ancestries, reflecting a rich diversity of

ancient populations during the Late Pleistocene in southern East

Asia.

Inferring population history of East Asians during Late

Pleistocene based on the genomic data of MZR and

other ancient samples

DecodingaDNAofgeographically diversehuman remains is highly

informative in understanding population history. Compared to the

systematic aDNA dissections in West Eurasia,41 aDNA studies in

East Asia are still limited.19,30,39,42–53 The reported Late Pleisto-

cene studies of aDNA human genomes covered only northern

China,37,49 and MZR is the first Late Pleistocene genome from

southern East Asia. By integrating the genomes of current global

populations and the published ancient genomes, we conducted

a detailed genome structure analysis using the ADMIXTURE

tools54 (Figures 4A and S4). Consonant with the PCA and TreeMix

results, the major genetic component inMZR belongs to southern

East Asians (light green in Figure 4A), and so doesQihe3 (11.5 kya)

from Fujian.19 In contrast, Amur (19.0 kya) and Bianbian (9.5 kya)

A

B

Figure 4. The genetic structure and population affinity of MZR in comparison with worldwide ancient and current human populations

(A) The genetic structure ofMZR and other world populations in view of seven regional ancestry sources (K = 7). TheMZR contains a large portion of southern East

Asian components (light green) and a relatively small portion of northern East Asian components (dark green).

(B) The f3 (East Asian, MZR; Mbuti) plot reveals the genetic affinity of MZR to ancient and modern East Asians (blue, modern samples; red, ancient samples). At

least 20,000 SNPs were included when conducting pairwise comparisons. In general, MZR shows the highest affinity with southern Chinese and exhibits low

affinity with both ancient (Hὸabı̀nhian) and modern Southeast Asians.

See also Figures S4A–S4D and Data S1.
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majorly possess a northern East Asian component, supporting the

proposed south-north divergence of East Asians during the Late

Pleistocene and also in linewith a recent report.49Of note, all early

post-LGM (LastGlacialMaximum)Paleo-Siberians contain appre-

ciable proportions of the Native American component (red), con-

firming Siberia as the outpost of the earliest migration to America

(Figures 4A and S4A).

We next performed an f3 analysis33 to reveal the Late Pleisto-

cene population relationship and MZR’s connection to Early Ho-

locene and current East Asian populations. At least 20,000 SNPs

were included when conducting pairwise comparisons, and the

African population (Mbuti) was used as an outgroup. In line

with the above results (Figures 2B, 2C, and 4A), the f3 (modern

East Asians, MZR; Mbuti) test suggests that among the modern

samples, MZR is closer to southern Chinese than to northern

Chinese, while among the ancient samples, this contrast is

less obvious though the highest f3 value still occurs in southern

populations (Gongguan, 3.2 kya)48 (Figure 4B; Data S1K).

Notably, although the geographic location of MZR is close to

Southeast Asia, MZR shows significantly less affinity to both

modern and ancient Southeast Asians (|Z| > 7.0; Data S1K and

S1L), an indication of already structured and diversified ancient

populations in southern East Asia, consistent with the mtDNA

data (Figure 2A; Data S1D).

In addition to the earliest southern settlement of AMHs in East

Asia, ancient migration (40–18 kya) into East Asia via the ‘‘North-

ern Route’’ from West Eurasia was previously proposed. The

‘‘Northern Route’’ hypothesis would also explain where the sub-

tle shared ancient north Eurasian (ANE) ancestry came from that

is then also shared with Native Americans. In addition, the

‘‘Northern Route’’ may also contribute to the south-versus-north

divergence of East Asians. This is supported by both archaeo-

logical and genetic evidence,55–58 although the contribution of

the ‘‘Northern Route’’ to current East Asians is relatively minor

(6.78%) based on the Y chromosome data.56,59 To test the

source of the ‘‘Northern Route,’’ we calculated population diver-

gence levels using pairwise Fst, and we found that Central

Asians and Siberians are the best candidates who show the

lowest Fst values compared to East Asians, especially to Altaic

speakers in northern China (Figure S5; Data S1M). The result is

expected considering the geographic proximity of Central Asia

and Siberia to northern China, and it is also in line with the in-

ferred migratory route by the reported archaeological and ge-

netic evidence.55,56

Lastly, the time series aDNA data can be used to track the

emergence and spreading pattern of adaptive sequence vari-

ants. By utilizing the published aDNA data, we reconstructed

the spatial-temporal distribution of an East Asian-specific variant

(OCA2-His615Arg) that contributes to skin lightening due to local

Darwinian positive selection (Figure 5, left panel).60–63 It turned

out that all the Late Pleistocene individuals (e.g., MZR, Tianyuan,

Amur-33K, Amur-19K, and UKY) lack the derived allele (OCA2-

615Arg). The first presence of the adaptive allele (OCA2-

615Arg) was in Liangdao 2–7.5 kya from coastal southern

China,39 and it quickly elevated to medium frequency (25.67%,

29/113), mainly in coastal East Asia, and then spread to northern

East Asia �3,500 years ago, and finally became dominant

(�60.00%) in current East Asians (Figure 5, left panel; Data

S1N). This pattern suggests that the selective event in East

Asians likely occurred in the Late Holocene epoch, coinciding

the proposed quasi-exponential population growth during that

time.64–68 However, another East Asian-specific variant (EDAR-

V370A)69 exhibits a distinct pattern (Figure 5, right panel; Data

S1O).

Tracing the complex migratory histories of AMHs to the

Americas

We applied the outgroup f3 (global Late Pleistocene/Early Holo-

cene populations, MZR; Mbuti) test to determine the genetic af-

finity of MZR to global populations (Figure 6A; Data S1P–S1R).

Among the Late Pleistocene samples (45.0–11.7 kya), MZR ex-

hibits the closest affinity with the Paleo-Siberian UKY (13.9

kya) (f3 = 0.2839) (closely related to First Americans40) and First

Americans (maximum f3 = 0.2792), even closer than to Tianyuan

(0.2445) and the Amur samples (Amur-33.0kya [0.2409] and

Amur-19.0K [0.2792]). The D tests also indicate that MZR/UKY

and MZR/Amur-19.0K are cladal with respect to First Americans

(Data S1Q), suggesting the East Asian contribution to Native

Americans likely originated prior to the south-versus-north East

Asian divergence. Moreover, we performed the D (MZR, X; First

Americans, Mbuti) tests to compare the affinity of First Ameri-

canswithMZR, the ancient coastal East Asians, and Paleo-Sibe-

rians (Figures 6B and S6A–S6D; Data S1Q), and we observed

that First Americans (USR1, 11.4 kya; Spirit Cave, 11.0 kya;

Los Rieles, 11.9 kya; Sumidouro, 10.4 kya) all exhibited higher af-

finity with MZR than with the late Hὸabı̀nhian populations from

Southeast Asia, the Jomon population (hunter-fishers) from

Japan, and the pre-LGM Late Pleistocene UstIshim (45.0 kya),

Tianyuan (40.0 kya), Salkhit (34.0 kya), Sunghir (33 kya),

YanaOld (32.0 kya), and MA-1 (24.3 kya). Hence, by connecting

with the Early Holocene coastal East Asians (Liangdao2) (Fig-

ure 3A) and nEastAsians_EN (Figures 2C and S3), MZR is linked

deeply and indirectly to the East Asian ancestry that contributed

to First Americans. Consistently, the post-LGM samples (Amur-

14.1K, Amur-6.3K, KolymaRiver, DevilsCave, Shamanka, and

UstBelaya) from the Amur region and the Far East region of Sibe-

ria all show a close affinity to First Americans (the |Z| scores of D

[MZR, the listed post-LGM samples; First Americans, Mbuti]

test z3 or >3) (Data S1Q), supporting the proposed migratory

route byway of the Far East region of Siberia, and from there First

Americans crossed the Bering Strait.

To further test the contribution of the Late Pleistocene East

Asians to the earliest Native Americans, we checked the

spatial-temporal distribution of an East Asian-specific variant

(EDAR-V370A) with an estimated occurrence of 30 kya based

on genetic data of current populations.69 Among the ancient

samples, the earliest presence of this variant was in Amur-

19.0K from northern East Asia,49 followed by UKY-13.9kya,

Amur-14.5K, and Amur-14.1K during the Late Pleistocene (Fig-

ure 5E; Data S1O). In America, the earliest presence was in

LosRieles (12.0 kya) from coastal Chile of South America. Subse-

quently, EDAR-V370A was elevated to extremely high fre-

quencies in both East Asia (89.41%, 76/85) and America

(93.33%, 28/30) during the Early Holocene (11.6–5.0 kya) (Fig-

ure 5F) and continued to maintain high frequency in the Late Ho-

locene (Figure 5G) and modern time (Figure 5H). Hence, the

spatial-temporal distribution of EDAR-V370A supports a clear

contribution of the Late Pleistocene East Asians to the earliest
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Figure 5. The spatiotemporal distribution of two East Asian-specific adaptive variants: OCA2-His615Arg (left) and EDAR-V370A (right)

We grouped the samples into four time windows according to the ages of the samples.

(A and E) The Late Pleistocene samples (110.5 to 11.7 kya). The Denisovan and Neanderthal samples are included (the upward-pointing and the downward-

pointing triangles, respectively). MZR is indicated with the star.

(B and F) The Early Holocene samples (11.6 to 5.0 kya).

(C and G) The Late Holocene samples (4.9 to 0.1 kya).

(D and H) The worldwide present-day populations.

The red color refers to the adaptive allele (OCA2-615Arg and EDAR-V370A), and the blue color refers to the ancestral allele (OCA2-615His and EDAR-370 V). The

samples with missing genotype data for the two variants from the Allen Ancient DNA Resource (AADR) database were excluded (Data S1N and S1O). TheOCA2-

HiS615Argwas not detected in the Late Pleistocene samples (A), and it emerged the earliest in the 7.5 kya Liangdao2 individual from Fujian, coastal eastern China

(B). OCA2-HiS615Arg was elevated to medium frequency (25.67%) during the Late Holocene, became popular in coastal East Asia (C), and expanded to high

frequencies (>50%) in modern East Asians (D). EDAR-V370A emerged the earliest in Amur-19K, Amur-14.5K, and UKY (13.9 kya) in northern East Asia and in the

LosRieles (12.0 kya) samples from coastal Chile of South America (E). It was quickly elevated to extremely high frequency in broad East Asia (89.41%) and Amer-

ica (93.33%) during the Early Holocene (F). EDAR-V370A slightly expanded to West Eurasia, and it also appeared at a relatively low frequency in some Central

American populations, likely due to the known admixture with Africans and Europeans�500 years ago during the Late Holocene (G). Likewise, the appearance of

EDAR-V370A in Oceanians reflects the historic Austronesian dispersal from East Asia to the Pacific Islands about 2,000 years ago (G). EDAR-V370A is currently

present in Central Asia and the Caucasus, where the west-east admixture occurred (H).
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peopling of America. Consistently, for the OCA2-His615Arg

variant, which occurred in the Late Holocene, we did not see

its presence in either ancient or modern Native Americans

(Figures 5A–5D).

When all pre-Colombian Native Americans (R500 years ago)

were included in the f3 analysis, we did not observe obvious

geographic bias of affinity with MZR, although northern Native

Americans are slightly closer toMZR than southern Native Amer-

icans but statistically not significant (|Z| = 0.724) (Figure S6E;

Data S1S). This is in line with the proposed bottleneck effect

leading to genetic homogeneity of Native Americans,70 as well

as the more infrequent population movement and replacement

in the Americas than in Eurasia and Africa.71

DISCUSSION

Southern East Asia harbors rich archaeo-anthropological sites

with rich morphological diversities, including the �100 kya

A

B

Figure 6. The genetic affinity of MZR with the first Native Americans

(A) The f3 (global Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene samples, MZR; Mbuti) tests indicate a relatively close relationship of MZR with the first Native Americans.

The f3 values are presented in a color gradient.

(B) The D (MZR, ancient coastal East Asians and Paleo-Siberians; USR1, Mbuti) tests indicate the affinity of the first Native American (USR1) with MZR. In brief,

USR1 is closer to MZR than to some of the ancient coastal East Asian, the late Hὸabı̀nhian (from Southeast Asia), and Jomon (from Japan) populations, as well as

to the Paleo-Siberians (above 20 kya) and Tianyuan.

See also Figures S6A–S6E and Data S1.
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Zhiren Cave72 and �120–80 kya Fuyan Cave73 in southern

China (although a recent study suggested much younger dates

for these two sites74), the �190–50 kya H. floresiensis,28 and

the 67 kya H. luzonensis in Southeast Asia.75 Indeed, based

on the published mitochondrial genome data, the matrilineal

lineage diversity of the Late Pleistocene hominins in eastern

Eurasia is quite high, including the reported Ust’-Ishim (45.0

kya, novel N*),76 Salkhit (34.0 kya, independent novel N*),77,78

Tianyuan (40.0 kya, basal B*),79 Yana-old (32.0 kya, U),80

MA-1 (24.3 kya, novel U*),81 LLR (11.0 kya, M27d), and MZR

(14.0 kya, basal M9*) in this study, many of which were lost dur-

ing the post Pleistocene (<11.7 kya) human evolutionary his-

tories. In addition, the hominin fossils from these archaeological

sites, such as MZR and LLR, all exhibit rich physical anthropo-

logical diversities, some of which were thought to overlap with

the morphological characteristics of archaic hominins and trig-

gered proposals of different scenarios of human evolution in

this area.12,20–22,29,82

In this study, we provide compelling evidence that the Late

Pleistocene MZR from Malu Dong in Southwest China is an

AMH. The nuclear genome data indicate that MZR represents

an early diversified AMH lineage in East Asia. The mtDNA of

MZR belongs to one of the root matrilineal lineages of AMHs in

southern East Asia. Identified as a novel basal M9 lineage,

MZR may represent one of the extinct pioneer hunter-gatherers

ancestral to millet and rice farmers in China who emerged in the

Yellow River and Yangtze River valley during the Early Neolithic

period.83,84 Additionally, we observe obvious stratification and

substructure of ancient human populations between southern

China and mainland Southeast Asia, an indication of already

diversified genetic backgrounds of the Late Pleistocene popula-

tions in southern East Asia.

Importantly, we observed similar levels of introgression of De-

nisovan and Neanderthal ancestries in the MZR compared with

current East Asians, consistent with the reported introgression

levels in the LLR.19 Thus, these observations are against the pro-

posal of hybridization between AMHs and archaic hominins in

explaining the unusual morphologies of MZR. However, due to

the low coverage of the reported MZR nuclear genome, we

cannot completely rule out the possibility that MZRmay carry in-

dividual archaic alleles in key genomic regions that contribute to

her unusual morphological features, and this possibility can be

tested in the future when high-coverage genome data are

available.

It should be noted that theMZRmorphological data are indeed

informative in reconstructing humanmorphological diversity dur-

ing the Late Pleistocene in southern East Asia.20,21However, due

to the limited human remains as well as the limited number of

morphological traits, it would be hard to confidently reveal the

identity of the studied subject. To this end, genome sequence

data are critical for unequivocal species identification, quantifi-

cation of genetic introgression, and reconstruction of population

history.

Spatiotemporal tracing of mutations related to phenotypic

changes in human populations can help reconstruct the prehis-

toric patterns of hownatural selection has shaped these adaptive

events. We observed that the OCA2-HiS615Arg (rs1800414)

variant, a key adaptive mutation causing skin lightening in East

Asians, initially emerged in the southern coastal region of China

during the earlyNeolithic (Liangdao2-7.5kya). The rapid dispersal

of this variant during the past 4,000 years in East Asia is consis-

tent with the proposed Darwinian positive selection on the adap-

tive allele (OCA2-615Arg), leading to skin lightening in East

Asians to copewith the relatively lowUV radiation in high-latitude

areas. Interestingly, the rapid explosion of OCA2-615Arg coin-

cideswith the knownmajor population expansion in China during

the Late Holocene epoch.64–67 It should be noted that due to the

limitedaDNAdata inEastAsia, the inferred timeof selectiononset

forOCA2-HiS615Arg is a rough estimation.Withmore aDNAdata

available in the future, we expect more accurate time estimation

and high-resolution spatial-temporal tracking of adaptive genetic

variants in East Asia.

Consistent with the dating of MZR (14.0 kya), following the end

of the LGM (26.5–19.0 kya)85 and the earliest securely dated sites

in Beringia (15–14 kya),86we demonstrate that MZR has a higher

affinity to First Americans than to Tianyuan (40 kya) and all the

pre-LGM Late Pleistocene Siberians. MZR, Amur-19K, and

UKY are cladal with respect to First Americans, while Amur-

14kya and UKY exhibit a higher affinity to the Americans

compared to MZR. Thus, MZR is linked deeply and indirectly to

the ancestry that contributed to First Americans. We speculate

that during the Late Pleistocene, therewas an express northward

expansion of AMHs starting in southern East Asia through the

coastal line of China, possibly by way of the Japanese Islands,

and eventually crossing the Bering Strait and reaching the Amer-

icas. However, the scenario that MZR shows a higher affinity to

Americans compared to Jomon likely reflects that the 2.6 kya Jo-

mon population does not represent the early post-LGM humans

who settled in the Japanese archipelago. The proposed migra-

tory route along the east coast of East Asia by way of the Japa-

nese Islands is supported by a recent finding of a Paleolithic

site (�16 kya) at Cooper’s Ferry of western Idaho, USA, where

they found the use of unfluted stemmed projectile point technol-

ogies before theappearanceof theClovisPaleoindian tradition.87

Notably, it exhibits early cultural connections with Paleolithic

nonfluted projectile point traditions in Japan.87 The bifacial point

and backed blade technologies (�22–16 kya) in Honshu, Japan,

lend technological correlates to the shared ecological and

geographical factors with the Americas.88

This scenario is also supported by the current distribution

pattern of the ancient Y-chromosome lineage Hg C in coastal

East Asia, Siberia, and North America.59 Approximately 40 kya,

stemming from southern East Asia, the Hg C carriers started a

northward expansion along the coastal regions of mainland

China, the Korean Peninsula, and the Japanese archipelago,

reaching Siberia �15 kya, and finally made their way to the

Americas.59 In addition, unlike all other East Asian populations,

the indigenous Ainu people in northern Japan and Sakhalin Is-

land, Russia, show a closer genetic affinity with northeastern Si-

berians than with central Siberians.89 Hence, the Japanese

Islands may serve as the midway station along the proposed

migratory route, and aDNA data of Late Pleistocene human re-

mains from Japan will be highly informative in testing the pro-

posed coastal route. Finally, the spatial-temporal distribution of

the East Asian-specific EDAR-V370A variant, as well as its early

presence in the LosRieles-12.0kya sample from coastal Chile of

South America, supported a clear contribution of the Late Pleis-

tocene East Asians to the first Americans.
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In summary, we generated ancient genome sequences of

MZR, a Late Pleistocene female who lived in Southwest China,

one of the global biodiversity hotspots and the ice age refuge re-

gion. The aDNA data confirm that she possesses diverse genetic

components and represents an early diversified population, sug-

gesting the scenario of more diverse AMH lineages than previ-

ously thought during the Late Pleistocene in southern East

Asia.58,72,73Our study paves the way to explore genetic explana-

tions of morphological complexities of early hominins. MZR also

shows a deep and indirect link to the ancestry that contributed to

First Americans, which may help reconstruct the earliest migra-

tory route from East Asia to the Americas.

It should be noted that the presented sequencing data of MZR

have a relatively low coverage of the genome, leading to limited

numbers of shared informative SNPs for cross-population ana-

lyses, which may cause bias, e.g., in the f3 and D-stat statistics.

Thus, more aDNA studies of Late Pleistocene hominins from

East Asia are needed to delineate a clear picture of the earliest

peopling of AMHs in this region.
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Data and code availability

The raw files (both genomic and mitochondrial DNA) and genotype data reported in this study have been deposited in the Genome

Sequence Archive in National Genomics Data Center, Beijing Institute of Genomics (China National Center for Bioinformation), Chi-

nese Academy of Sciences and are publicly accessible at https://bigd.big.ac.cn/gsa-human/browse/HRA002402. All data is avail-

able in the main text or the supplementary materials to reproduce or extend the analysis. The MZR cranium calotte is housed at the

Mengzi Institute of Cultural Relics, Mengzi city 661100, Yunnan province, China, and can be accessed under request to X.J. and S.M.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Description of hominin remains (MZRs) from Red Deer Cave in Yunnan Province of Southwest China

Malu Dong (Red Deer Cave, 103�240 E, 23�200 N) is located at the hillside�7 km southwest of Mengzi city, Yunnan Province, China,

bordering the northern edge of tropical Southeast Asia (Figure 1A). The original excavation of Malu Dong was carried out in 1989

and �30 pieces of human remains were found at that time, including a nearly complete cranium calotte (MLDG-1704), a proximal

femur (MLDG-1678), a burnt cranial vault bone (MLDG-1705), hemi-mandible lacking dentition (MLDG-1679), a proximal ulna

(MLDG-1710), a maxillary fragment (MLDG-1713), a possible femoral head fragment (MLDG-1717) and several small cranial vault

fragments.17 Because these human remains include two cranial vaults (MLDG-1704 and MLDG-1705),22 suggesting at least two

different individuals. It is uncertain if the samples (MLDG-1704 and MLDG-1678) showing mosaic features of AMH and archaic

humans are from the same individual. In 2008, an international archaeological team (including Prof. X.P. J in this study) operated

a new round of excavation (scale of 503503370 cm) at Malu Dong, and additional human remains (including an isolated partial I2,

MLDG-1751) as well as a large number of samples for dating and archaeomagnetic analysis were collected from the identified 11

distinct stratigraphic aggregates with maximum depth of�370 cm.20Calibrated radiocarbon ages from charcoal samples showed

that the entire sequence spans the interval of 18,070-17,590 cal. yBP (95% interval) to 13,415-13,165 cal. yBP (95% interval), and

all the 30 hominin remains were recovered from a series of deposits dated from 14,650-13,970 cal. yBP (95% interval) to 13,750-

13,430 cal. yBP (95% interval). An almost complete hominin calotte remain (No. MLDG-1704) (Figure 1) was found in the deposits

of depth between 235 cm to 200 cm, dated � 14,000 cal. yBP.20 The MLDG-1704 calotte retained nearly complete frontal and

paired parietal bones, but its base and facial skeletons were missing, as cut-marks seen along the walls of the vault and on the

zygomatic process. It was proposed that the cut-marks were caused by anthropogenic alteration. The CT-scans reconstructed

endocranial volume (ECV) of the MLDG-1704 calotte is �1,327 cm3, a reduced ECV in comparison with the mean of East Asian

early H. sapiens (EAEHS) (1,407 ± 146 cm3) and Neanderthal (1,407 ± 172 cm3). The parietal bones of MLDG-1704 (chord

107 mm, arc 123 mm) are significantly short than African early H. sapiens (chord 125 mm, arc 135 mm), European early

H. sapiens (EUEHS, chord 120±7 mm) and EAEHS (chord 117±4 mm), while resembles Neanderthal (chord 108±4 mm, arc

115±5 mm). The frontal constriction index (ratio of minimum/maximum frontal breadth) of MLDG-1704 (76%) is unusually low, fall-

ing into the low boundary of EAEHS (76-89%), and smaller than the mean value of H. erectus (82±5%), Neanderthal (86±5%) and

EUEHS (82±2%). Collectively, the multivariate cluster analysis assign MLDG-1704 within the H. sapiens convex hull, but near the

edge of the H. erectus range (close to the late LPHO (Lower Paleolithic Homo) Sangiran-1796 and Zhoukoudian-3 (700,000-year-

old from northern China)97H. erectus samples).20 Furthermore, the CT-scans of the maxillary third molar of MLDG-1747 specimen

and in situM3molar of MLDG-1679 specimen indicate both of them possess Taurodontism, which is rare among recent Europeans

and EUEHS,98 but is known as a distinguishing feature of Neanderthal.99 Particularly, a partial proximal femur (MLDG-1678) ex-

hibits highly unusual morphologies, the combination of its posterior and massive sizes are rare in AMH; the anteroposterior diam-

eter, mediolateral diameter, total area, cortical area, neck-shaft angle, and the reconstructed body mass (50 kg), all showed

exceptionally small, andmostly resemble archaic hominins especially the LPHO. The femoral multivariate Neighbor-Joining phylo-

genetic analyses clustered MLDG-1678 with archaic hominins.21

METHOD DETAILS

Ancient DNA extraction, library construction, small-scale sequencing and aDNA authentication evaluation

Using cranial fragmental material fromMLDG-1704 calottes (Figure 1B), we performed aDNA extraction following a recently modified

protocol that was customized to enrich short fragment DNA,100 together with sodium hypochlorite treatment methods101 in the aDNA

dedicated laboratory of Comparative Genomic Group (CGG) at Kunming Institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. We first

conducted 2 hours UV irradiation on the sample and removed a layer of surface using a sterile dentistry trill. Then, we irradiated the

sample again with 1 hour UV radiation. We drilled out �30-50 mg bone powder for every extraction. We obtained a total of 28 ex-

tractions.We first constructed 28 libraries with no uracil-DNA-glycosylase (UDG) treatment so that the terminal damage (mostly cyto-

sine deamination) of aDNA could be maintained. These libraries included 9 single-stranded and 19 double-stranded libraries (SSL

and DSL). We performed small-scale sequencing for these libraries to evaluate the terminal substitution patterns of the sequencing

reads.We used the KAPAHiFi HotStart Uracil+ ReadyMix polymerase (KAPABIOSYSTEMS: Cat#KK2802) (DSL), and the AccuPrime

Pfx DNA polymerase (Invitrogen: Cat# 12344-024) (SSL), for 12-15 cycles of amplifications of the shotgun sequencing libraries, and

after enrichment, we performed 8-10 cycles using the KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix (KAPABIOSYSTEMS: Cat#KK2612) to amplify

the libraries to reach enough amount for shotgun sequencing using the Illumina HiSeq X Ten (PE-150) platform (https://www.illumina.

com.cn/systems/sequencing-platforms/hiseq-x.html). In total, 346,400,590 sequencing reads were obtained.
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For the raw sequence data, we merged the forward and reverse read pairs that overlapped with each other by at least 11 bp to

recover full-length sequences using the leehom tool.93 The non-merged sequences and sequences < 35 bp in length were discarded.

These recovered full-length sequences were then mapped to the human reference genome hs37d5 using BWA90 with the following

parameters: aln -l 16500 -n 0.01 -o 2 -t 10. The SAM/BAM alignment files were processed, and PCR duplicates were removed using

SAMtools91 and Picard (http://picard.sourceforge.net/). The unmapped reads and reads with mapping quality scores < 25 were

removed.

Using the final filtered bam files, for aDNA authentication evaluation, we assessed several features of the shotgun sequencing data,

including the fragmental length and the endogenous DNA level (Figure S1A; Data S1A). We alsomeasured and visualized the terminal

damage pattern of the shotgun sequencing data using mapDamage2.07.92 Since we used the NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit

for Illumina (New England BioLabs), and one-round PCR strategy to construct double-stranded libraries, as shown in recent

reports,51,102 these libraries showed one end (3’) elevated terminal damage pattern (Figure S1B). Similarly, the single-stranded li-

braries showed one end (3’) elevated terminal damage pattern, as we used only one-round PCR for library amplification (Figure S1C).

However, in order to test the commonly applied two-round PCR protocol, we generated a newMZR extraction, and we rebuilt a dou-

ble-stranded library using the aforementioned NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit (Cat#E7645). For the first-round PCR, we

applied 8 cycles of PCR using KAPA HiFi HotStart Uracil+ ReadyMix (Cat#KK2802), then the library was purified using PB buffer

with QIAGENMinElute spin columns (Cat# 28006), followed by a second-round PCR of 10 cycles using the NEBNext Ultra II Q5Mas-

ter Mix (from the Cat#E7645), and again purified using PB buffer with QIAGEN MinElute spin columns. We observed a clear terminal

damage pattern for both ends (5’ C>T and 3’ G>A) (Figure S1D), suggesting that this modification can help maintain the expected

damage patterns.

Nuclear DNA and mitochondrial DNA in solution capture and large-scale sequencing

After proving the aDNA authentication of MZR, we then constructed 17 additional UDG-treated libraries (13 DSL and 4 SSL),31,51

which were subjected to whole genome and mtDNA in solution capture. The modified version of the MYbaits enrichment protocol

was used, which was customized for samples from low-latitude Southeast Asia.30 These enriched libraries were used in large-scale

sequencing using Illumina HiSeq X Ten (PE-150). In total, we obtained 1,558,057,324 sequencing reads. With this enrichment

method, the mapping rates increased �23.5-fold on average (Data S1A).

Data processing (merging, trimming, mapping and filtering)

Using the aforementionedmethod, we combined the data of all libraries andmerged the double-stranded reads to recover full-length

sequences, and then we evaluated the sequences via FastQC (https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). To

reduce the impact of deamination-induced damage in mapping and SNP calling, based on the mismatch pattern at the terminal po-

sitions of the 5’ and 3’ ends of the recovered full-length sequences (including both the large-scale and shotgun sequencing data), we

trimmed 1 to 2 bp at the 5’ end and 2 to 17 bp at the 3’ end to obtain high-quality sequences. For example, the MZR_cls_02_Cap2

library was trimmed to 9 bp and 2 bp at the 3’ and 5’ ends, respectively (Figure S1E; Data S1A). We remapped the trimmed sequences

to the reference genome hs37d5. The unmapped reads, the reads with length < 35 bp, and the reads with mapping quality score < 25

were removed. The final filtered bam files were merged and used for genotype calling and downstream analyses.

Sex determination and modern DNA contamination estimation

The ratio of mapped reads to autosomes and Y chromosomes can be used to infer the sex of the analyzed sample (female: NY/

Nauto<0.05; male: NY/Nauto>0.2),
103 and MZR (MLDG-1704) turned out to be female based on the mapping ratio (NY/Nauto=0.0026).

We estimated modern DNA contamination rates of both nuclear and mitochondrial DNA. For the nuclear genome, because MLDG-

1704 is a female, the commonly used contamination estimating method customized to the X-chromosome81 is not applicable. We

therefore applied two other methods, including a recently published method through assessing the conditional C to T mismatch

frequencies78,104 and the AuthentiCT tool94 customized for the single-stranded libraries. The estimated total contamination rate

for the nuclear genome was�0.72%, and it was�0.1% for the SSL dataset (Data S1A and S1B). For mtDNA, we used two methods

to estimate contamination. The ContamMix tool determines the contamination rate by comparing the sample’s mtDNA fragments to

its consensus genome and representative 311 modern worldwide sequences,79 and the Schmutzi tool jointly estimates modern

contamination based on sequence deamination patterns and fragment length distributions.95 With the two methods, the estimated

contamination levels for mtDNA are �5.88% or 8.50%. However, if the very rare mutations C16400T (88/73,524) and C16404T (0/

73,524) (the Phylotree database at https://www.phylotree.org/ and the human mtDNA genome sequences from NCBI (https://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/)) were considered as deamination, the contamination rate would become zero based on the ContamMix

tool (Data S1A).

Genotyping

The snpAD tool32 jointly estimates genotype frequencies and sequencing errors along sequences to allow for accurate genotyping for

aDNA sequences. Using the final filtered andmerged bam files, we applied snpAD in calling the diploid genotypes of MZR, as well as

Tianyuan and LLR, under default parameters. As the tool instructions suggested (https://bioinf.eva.mpg.de/snpAD/), the nonuracil-

treated libraries and the uracil-treated libraries were analyzed separately using different parameters. To mask the complex genome
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regions, all calls were filtered for mapability before genotyping based on Heng Li’s mapability track (https://bioinf.eva.mpg.de/

map35/100/). With this method, we retrieved �100,969,036 base pairs for MZR.

We also employed the ‘PileupCaller’ program in sequenceTools (https://anaconda.org/bioconda/sequenceTools) with the strategy

of randomly sampling one sequence for each SNP covered and generated the ‘pseudohaploid’ genotypes of MZR. To be compara-

ble, we generated a ‘‘pileup’’ file at all positions of the 1,240k chip set (63,702 loci) as target genotyping positions, and only base

quality higher than 30 positions was included for SNP calling. The called SNPs with the haploid genotype of MZR in the 1,240k

chip set are 63,702. We validated that the two genotype sets (diploid and haploid) are highly consistent (99.2% overlap)

(Figures S1F and S1G), indicating that our stringent filtering strategy is robust for calling high-confidence SNPs. For downstream

population analyses, we used haploid genotype data.

Cluster analysis

Since MZR was identified as a novel basal mitochondrial M9 lineage (Data S1D), we compiled global M9 lineage data (Data S1E) and

mapped the geographic distribution of current global populations usingSurfer16.0 (Golden Software, LLC) (Figure 2A). To explore the

population relationship betweenMZR and ancient andmodern global populations, we first merged the data of MZRwith global mod-

ern humans, including the 1,000 Genomes Project (1KG) Phase 3,105 EGDP,106 SGDP,107 SSIP,108 SSMP,109 Tibetan110 and An-

damanese,111 comprising a total of 56 populations and 2,616 samples (Data S1F). In addition, to compare ancient global populations

and includemoremodern populations, we furthermerged themwith the compiled global genotype data available at Dr. David Reich’s

lab (https://reich.hms.harvard.edu/datasets). Overall, the number of overlapping SNPs of MZR with the 1KG dataset was 2,727,839,

and there were 125,765 overlapping SNPs with all the collected modern global populations.

To relate MZR to both ancient and modern East Asians, principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using Smartpca in

EIGENSOFT-v6.1.4,36 which included MZR and 792 East Asian samples (47,087 SNPs, genotype rate: 82.78%). We projected the

ancient samples onto the PC1 and PC2 variations of the modern samples using the Smartpca program with the default options

except Isqproject: YES and numoutlieriter: 0 (Figure 2B). We validated the impact of deamination-induced damage by comparing

the PCA using all SNPs or transversion SNPs with MZR and 1KG-East Asians (Figure S2). To infer the phylogenetic position of

MZR among ancient East Asian samples (R 7.0 kya), using TreeMix112 (parameters: -noss -bootstrap -k 100 -root Mbuti –m

(1-4)), we constructed a maximum likelihood tree (ML tree) (34,858 SNPs, genotype rate: 90.51%). As used in recent reports,39,49

we applied the terms sEastAsian_EN (including Qihe3, Baojianshan5, Dushan and Liangdao2) and nEastAsian_EN (including Xiao-

gao, Bianbian and Boshan) to represent regional populations in East Asia (Figures 2C and S3). To explore the individual ancestries

and population structure of MZR, we employed ADMIXTURE36 with cross-validation (CV) using three different datasets (Figures 4A

and S4). We first ran ADMIXTURE with 949 samples (44,236 SNPs, genotype rate: 97.64%), and then we verified the pattern by

including two sample sets using different SNP sets with no missing data: MZR with 1KG populations (58,622 SNPs, genotype

rate: 100%) and MZR, Tianyuan with 1KG populations (40,218 SNPs, genotype rate: 100%) (Figure S4). We evaluated the results

of the ADMIXTURE analyses by setting K values (K=2 to K=15), and the results with the lowest CV values are presented

(Figures 4A and S4). In addition, to search for the possible sources of external gene flow tomodern Chinese, we tested the population

genetic differentiation levels measured by Fst using PLINK2.0.113 For the modern populations in China, we used populations with a

sample sizeR 10, and for the external comparison populations, we selected the major populations of Europe, Central Asia, Siberia,

South Asia, Andaman Islands, and Papuan, and we included both modern and ancient populations with a sample size R 10 (Fig-

ure S5; Data S1M).

Genetic affinity and archaic admixture test of MZR

Using ADMIXTOOLS,33we applied f3 (modern/ancient Asians, MZR;Mbuti) to test the shared genetic drift of MZRwith other Asian

populations (Mbuti as outgroup) (Figure 4B; Data S1J). We validated the impact of deamination-induced damage by comparing the

f3 values using all SNPs or transversion SNPs with MZR and 1KG samples (Data S1C). In addition, we tested f3 (modern Chinese;

ancient East Asian (R 7.0 kya); Mbuti) and detected the correlation of the f3 value with the geographic locations (latitude) of mod-

ern populations in China (Figure 3A; Data S1L). We tested f3 (global Late Pleistocene/Early Holocene populations, MZR; Mbuti) to

detect allele sharing of MZR with worldwide populations (Figure 6A; Data S1O). Moreover, we applied D(MZR, ancient coastal

East Asians/Paleo-Siberians; first Native Americans, Mbuti) to compare the allele sharing level of the first Native Americans

with MZR, coastal East Asians and Paleo-Siberians (Figures 6B and S6A–S6D; Data S1P); We applied D(MZR, UKY; ancient

East Asian/Siberian (R 7.0 kya), Mbuti) to test the Late Pleistocene south-north divergence in East Asia (Figure 3A; Data S1G).

The UKY sample was unearthed from the Ust-Kyakhta-3 site south to Lake Baikal and was dated 13.9 kya. The analysis of the

UKY genome indicated a major component of East Asia40 (Figures 4A and S4A). We calculated the Denisovan and

AltaiNeanderthal introgression ratios in the MZR, Papuan, European and modern East Asian populations using the published

method,33 and the results are presented in Data S1H. To compare the archaic introgression ratio differences between the MZR

and modern East Asians, we also applied D(MZR, East Asian; Denisovan/Neanderthal, Chimpanzee), and the results showed

no significant difference (Data S1I).

Spatial-temporal tracing of East Asian-specific variants attributed to local adaptation

Using both the snpAD and pileupCaller genotype data, we initially checked the two representative East Asian-specific variations

EDAR-V370A (rs3827760: A/G)69,114,115 and OCA2-HiS615Arg (rs1800414: T/C)60,62,116 in MZR, Tianyuan and LLR and found
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that all of thempossess the ancestral alleles of the two variants (the genotype ofMZR ismissing inEDAR-V370A), contrasting with the

prevalence with high frequency in modern East Asia. Then, we checked the two variants the global aDNA database (https://reich.

hms.harvard.edu/allen-ancient-dna-resource-aadr-downloadable-genotypes-present-day-and-ancient-dna-data) and in collected

worldwide modern human populations (Data S1N and S1R), the genotype missing samples were excluded) to construct the

spatial-temporal distribution map of the two variants (Figure 5).
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